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“Doubt is not an agreeable condition, but certainty
is an absurd one” – peak oil, nuclear power and
the ecolonomics of existential material reality
Sitting in a dusky evening, a conjugating map of ideas linking like the linear lattice of the
hedgerow delimited landscape, I mull over the milestone we have reached; and why the
mainstream media, political and campaign groups seem to have missed it.
Crouch Hill, Banbury, Saturday 16th April 2011.
Another edition of ecolonomics so soon after
the last? It's been one of those fortnights. The
response to my last ecolonomics has been
somewhat greater than usual – over 3,000 copies
have been downloaded. I've had a lot of email too,
not just mulling over my critique of George
Monbiot, but also looking at the whole context of
what I said; which is good, because that's why I
wrote it. I'm writing so soon after the last (in terms
of size) “double issue” because of the events that
have happened since then – events which put the
content of the last edition in a whole new light.
Almost thirty years ago I bought a copy of a
book from a second hand shop – The Energy
Question1, published in 1976 – that raised my
interest in energy. A little while later I found
another second hand book – Fuel's Paradise2,
published in 1975 – that raised my interest in the
subject further. About that time I also read Small
is Beautiful3. All of these books described limits –
the finite nature of the environment, and the
problems of an exponentially growing human
economic process within that system. For
example, Fuel's Paradise even lays out the
reasoning behind why there is a finite limit to the
use of uranium because of the net energy issue.
Since the last edition of ecolonomics, and
almost thirty years since I first understood these
realities, and ten years since I began working full
time on researching and promoting solutions to
these trends, a senior politician has admitted that
he too understands what these trends mean.
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In a letter to Frederick II of Prussia in
1767, François-Marie Arouet (better known
as the writer and polemicist Voltaire4)
wrote, “Doubt is not an agreeable condition, but certainty is an absurd one”. That
could be descriptive motif for the perceptual “factoid
overloaded” of the Information Age5 – and certainly
of the present debate over energy and the environment. If Thomas Paine is the patron saint of the
Internet6, Voltaire is it's loyal “intellectual opposition”.
I've always appreciated the words of Voltaire; during the early 1990s I used one of his phrases for my
email signature – “God is not on the side of the big
battalions, but those who shoot best.” Like many of
the other great political writers of history, the clarity
of his observations on the generalities of human nature effortlessly span the intervening years of immense material change. How apt then that another
Frenchman, the French Prime Minister François Fillon, should give Voltaire's words new meaning when
he made any “certainty” about our economic future
appear rather absurd when set against the doubts
over our future energy supply. On Tuesday 5th April,
during a debate over energy prices and government
support for the energy industry, François Fillon announced to the French National Assembly7 –
La première chose que vous devriez expliquer
aux Français, si vous dites la vérité, c’est que
nous sommes en face de tendances lourdes
d’augmentation des coûts de l’énergie!... Nous
avons, en 2009, atteint le pic de production en
matière de pétrole. La production ne peut maintenant que décroître, alors même que la croispage 1

sance de l’économie mondiale a retrouvé un train
de 4,5%. La catastrophe de Fukushima aura forcément des conséquences sur les investissements
dans le monde en matière nucléaire... Enfin, nous
savons tous que les énergies renouvelables ont
un coût très élevé. Nous sommes donc confrontés, de manière tendancielle, à une augmentation
des coûts de l’énergie. Face à cette situation, on
peut faire de la démagogie ou on peut répondre
de manière sincère et pragmatique... aux difficultés que rencontrent les Français.
Now, using my rather terrible French language
skills and an English-French dictionary, I make that
out to be something along the lines of –
The first thing that you should explain to the
French, if you speak the truth, it is that we are opposed to the increasing costs of energy!... In 2009,
we reached the peak of oil production. Production
can now only fall, even though the growth of the
world-wide economy rose 4.5%. The catastrophe
of Fukushima will necessarily have consequences
on the investment in nuclear power... And finally,
we know that renewable energy has a very high
cost. We are therefore confronted, due to these
trends, to an increase in the costs of energy. Facing
this position, one can be a rogue, or one can reply
in a sincere and pragmatic way to the difficulties
that face the French.
When initially I picked up this report, via Le
Monde's petroleum blog8, I sat back and had a quiet
moment. I've known, after more than ten years of
working full time on this issue, that such an announcement was coming soon. This has been something that many academics and industry figures have
been happy to talk about for a while9, but not the political class. I also knew that it wasn't likely to be one
the the “Anglo Saxon” nations making such an announcement, because of the implications this has for
the conventional view of economics. Even so, for a
leading political figure within the G710 to announce
this as a “fact” adds another level of advancement to
the energy debate.
It wasn't a moment of happiness or joy either. It
was an acknowledgement of the passage of events;
like a pause for thought and reflection after reaching
a mountain ridge on the way to the distant peak of a
greater trend. After all, it's one thing for a political
leader within the G7 nations to announce that we've
peaked oil production – it's another for the rest of the
world to accept that fact (as you will see if you read
the transcript of the National Assembly debate from
which it is taken). However, given the debate over
unclear power – oops, Freudian typo – nuclear power that I'm currently engaged in, the growing evidence for, and acceptance of, a problem with energy
supply reinforces the ideas which I raised in the last
ecolonomics11.
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As I put these ideas together I'm sat
upon Crouch Hill12, just outside Banbury.
The complex shapes of the landscape mirror patterns in my thoughts; as I look towards
the peach and crimson silhouetted north-west horizon, the long sandstone slab of Epwell Hill looks like
a graph I've seen growing for the last four years (in
2009 I used an earlier version in ecolonomics 513).
My reasoning was fairly simple, and was adapted
from a method used (by an inspector from Her
Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution I knew in the early
1990s) to monitor contamination. Basically, within a
set of monitoring results all readings should fall within two standard deviations14 of the long-term mean;
this gives you about a 95% confidence that you have
a stable process. If the trend is stubbornly falling
above or below this limit, it indicates that you don't
have stability – you have a changing or unstable
trend that requires further attention.
Using data from the US Energy Information Agency for annual average15/monthly16 oil production and
prices17, and BP's data for inflation adjusted annual
oil prices18, I started plotting oil production in order to
see if the longer-term rising trend of oil production
was transitioning into a plateau – which is what we'd
expect to see around a peak in global oil production.
Then, having established that you've got a stable
plateau, once the figures drop below two standard
deviations ('–2σ') of the mean and stay there, you
can say with some confidence that you've passed
the peak; conversely, if they were to continue to rise
above two standard deviations ('+2σ'), it would indicate that we haven't yet reached the plateau.
If we look over a long period of time there's not a
very good correlation between the “actual” oil price –
that is, the price it cost at a particular moment in time
– and oil production. However, if we use inflation adjusted values – which value oil at a specific point in
time (in this case, 2009) – we do get a good correlation when oil production is constrained. If we look at
the period from the mid-1980s to 2000, the price of
oil was falling as production rose, reflecting the high
levels of production as non-OPEC producers – such
as Britain, Norway and West African states – brought
more oil into the market. Over this same period, due
to the significance of oil prices within the economic
process, we saw a sustained period of global economic growth. In contrast, from the early-1970s to
the early 1980s, when oil supply was constrained by
the political actions of oil producers (such as OPEC
or Iran), the price roughly follows the production
trend – although not with a very good fit.
The graph on the next page is split into two in order to contrast three historic states in oil production:
the unconstrained (mid-1980s to 2000) and politically
constrained (early-1970s to early 1980s) periods explained above; and the most recent geophysically
constrained period of production. If you look at the
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Defining the
plateau in world
oil production
Produced from data from
the US Energy Information Agency and BP, this
graph demonstrates the
correlation between the
price of oil and constrained production levels,
and the plateau in world
crude oil production.
The top graph shows
annual average values
from 1970 to 2009 – the
crude price has been
inflation adjusted to reflect
the value in 2009.
The bottom graph isolates
the period from 2001 to
2011, and additionally
shows the monthly figures
(in grey). You can also
see the '2σ' lines more
easily at this scale

lower graph you can see that production rises until
around 2004/5. This is when oil production reaches
the plateau which defines the geophysical limits of oil
production – the plateau of peak oil. From this point
on, as the constrained oil production rises above the
mean of the plateau it causes prices to spike; except
for the period around 2008/9 which is complicated by
the effects of the financial collapse and the credit
crunch. Now that the world economy is growing once
more, rising demand is putting pressure on spare
production capacity, causing prices to spike again.
When François Fillon said, “Nous avons, en 2009,
atteint le pic de production en matière de pétrole”
(We have, in 2009, attained the peak of oil production), I think he's broadly correct – it's a fair interpretation of the plateau trend. I'd put the date somewhere in mid/late 2008, when production peaked before the financial collapse of Autumn 2008. As for
production falling again, that all depends on related
trends. The figures above are for conventional crude
oil19 and condensates20 – the material which makes
up the bulk of the world's oil supply. Not included in
this figure are biofuels and oil shale, which have
grown significantly over the last decade. Although
they're unlikely ever to make a significant difference
to the overall level of supply, they can fill in the gaps
in production capacity in order to provide a short-term fix to rising prices. Likewise as prices rise it
discourages consumption – so called, demand
destruction21 – which the IEA recently demonstrated
was having a significant effect on oil demand22.
What none of these minor trends can forestall is
the effect on oil prices when conventional production
leaves the plateau and begins, as stated by François
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Fillon, its inevitable decline. The IEA's last global review of energy supplies, World Energy Outlook
201023, tacitly acknowledged the problems ahead
(following criticism of its approach24), when it shifted
from forecasting a continual growth in oil consumption to a “new scenario” of roughly static consumption to 2030. However, given the innate characteristics of the peak of production, this scenario is no
more realistic than the “predict and provide” models
which the IEA promoted before.
Identifying the date of the “end of the plateau” is
as fraught as predicting the date of the peak itself; if
only because the economic effects of high prices
might string-out the plateau in supply for a longer period, rather than producing the near-symmetric trend
demonstrated in the peak of other oil producing
fields/regions. The -2σ/+2σ lines in the graph above
begin in September 2003, but the data doesn't begin
to cluster around the mean value until September
2004. Taking the peak as October 2008 (the highest
peak in the plateau data so far), and assuming a
symmetric peak, that puts the down-side of the
plateau as around four years later – Autumn 2012.
I've been talking about “problems” over the
2012/2013 period for some time now. I remember, in
early September 2008, addressing a meeting in
Skelmersdale and saying, “Watch what happens to
Lehman Brothers next week”; I also talked about
2012/2013 then too, but in the aftermath of what followed I think people were too busy worrying about
the immediate economic issues to think about the
long-term prognosis. The problem is that, given the
current mystical infatuation25 with 2012, it's difficult to
talk about entering a new “economic phase” without
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someone conflating what you're saying with the
Millennial Mayan calendar meme26.
Of course, from my end of this research, there's
something that I think many people misunderstand;
you can't explore this issue with a conscience and
want this to happen. Sometimes, talking about the
larger trends that define our economic and material
existence can make you feel like, when you were a
child, watching a kicked football arcing on its defined
trajectory through the air on its way towards a window; knowing that there's nothing you can do except
wish that it's going to bounce off, not break the glass.
Politicians must begin acting today to prevent a
nasty outcome to the oil production trend. Fillon's
statement to the National Assembly is a start, but until there's a general acceptance amongst the political
class that their half-century of promising “more” is
over, we're not going to be able to move on.

“Whoever fights with monsters should
see to it that he does not become one himself. And when you stare for a long time
into an abyss, the abyss stares back into
you.”27 Nietzsche's words are so apt to describe
the current debate within environmentalism over nuclear power, ever since, last month28, George Monbiot said that nuclear power was OK. Like the taxing
effects of dealing with the peak oil issue, staring into
the “abyss” of the effects of catastrophic radiation
contamination can be equally taxing on the soul. It's
important to keep perspective in your work; that's
why I'm out here, just sitting, experiencing, and letting go all the “existentialist angst”29 that mounts up
when working on such “heavy” issues. In a sense,
ecolonomics is part of that process too – saying
those things which I believe need to be said, but
which often most people are not in the mood to hear.
Sometimes, when I work, I know what it is I want
to express but communicating that idea, in a form
that others can easily assimilate, is very difficult. A
few nights ago I was wrestling with an email reply to
George Monbiot when I hit upon such an impasse.
At such moments I find it useful to go to my book collection, pick a relevant tome (sometimes I even pick
one at random), and flick through to somewhere that,
from memory, might contain some useful insights
into what it is I'm trying to say. Even if it's not directly
relevant, I can often stir a better perception of the
problem by thinking along parallel lines. It was with
such elucidatory hope that I pulled Nietzsche's Beyond Good and Evil from the shelf and found30 –
Forgive me for playing jokes with this gloomy
grimace and expression: because when it comes
to betrayal and being betrayed, I myself learned a
long time ago to think differently and evaluate
differently; and my elbow is ready with at least a
couple of nudges for the blind rage of philosophers as they struggle not to be betrayed. Why
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not? It is no more than a moral prejudice that the
truth is worth more than appearance; in fact, it is
the world’s most poorly proven assumption.
Right now a lot of anti-nuclear activists are feeling
“betrayed” by certain – largely self-appointed and unaccountable – figures within the “green” movement.
As they perceive it these “green icons” – such as
George Monbiot, Mark Lynas, Stewart Brand and
others – are promoting one dangerous and damaging technology, nuclear power, in order to try and arrest a problem that is created by the wider use of
other technologies, climate change. Pretty much all
the coverage of George Monbiot's “conversion” on
nuclear power has focussed on the effects of radiation on health – if only because that's the rod he's
chosen to beat the anti-nuclear movement with.
As I look at the issue, and this probably isn't going
to please either side in this argument, the issue of
radiation and health isn't going to be a relevant factor in whether Britain and other nations decide to
adopt nuclear power. In fact, from the point of view
of the decision-making establishment, it's probably
one of the least important. I'm not saying that it
should be; and in fact I think there are good reasons
to doubt the “official” view11 of the effects of low level
radiation, and especially internal emitters, upon
health. However, it's precisely because the “official” view of radiation doesn't see low doses and
internal emitters as a problem that it will not be
considered seriously as part of the permitting
process – it's an administrative fait accomplis.
This is why I think George Monbiot is wrong to argue his support for nuclear power from the point of
view of radiation and health – within the present
framework of the debate it's a “done deal”, and arguing about it proves nothing about nuclear power, but
it does demonstrate what's wrong with the popular
perceptions of the nuclear issue. The nuclear establishment are not about to sanction a proper review of
the effects of low level radiation because they know
what the outcome would be. As a result neither of
the three sides in this debate (three because of the
pro-nuclear groups who say the official dose model
is too conservative31) will prevail. In the mean time,
those working on this issue are marginalised in the
debate over nuclear power because, irrespective of
their evidence, regulatory agencies and politicians
will always side with the official “consensus” view.
Irrespective of that, there is a growing body of scientific evidence that the present consensus model is
wrong, and can't explain the effects observed – for
example, from the Chernobyl accident32. That doesn't mean that the views of those who oppose the
consensus view are correct either; if only because
they've been starved of the funding and resources
required to develop a comprehensive argument as to
what the correct explanation is, and need support to
develop the research to substantiate that view.
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For example, let's take a fairly “un-extreme” view
of the problem from F. Ward Whicker, a member of
the editorial board of the Journal of Environmental
Radioactivity, who summed up the future problems33
for the study of the effects of environmental radiation
in the year 2000 –
I feel that there are many cases, however, where
the degree of uncertainty in model predictions is
sufficient to cast doubt on the credibility of the
risk assessment process for making important decisions. This can, and I think occasionally does,
lead to decisions that are unduly influenced by
sometimes misguided popular opinion, special
economic interests, and political expediency,
rather than by scientific quests for the truth.
As stated by Nietzsche, the “truth” is all too often
assumed; and reliance upon such assumptions can,
as stated by F. Ward Whicker, lead to decisions that
are unduly influenced by sometimes misguided popular opinion, special economic interests, and political
expediency, rather than by scientific quests for the
truth. George Monbiot is not, in his attacks on the
anti-nuclear movement through his recent articles34,
representing “the truth” either. If we are objectively
honest, we don't know what the truth is. The only
way to resolve this is to carry out a comprehensive
and transparent official research programme, such
as that on climate change, to find what we “think” we
know. In the absence of this, we can't “know” what
the effects are whilst valid research exists to cast
doubt upon the present linear no-threshold dose
(LNT) model35; stating that this model is adequate is,
in Voltaire's description of such certainties, “absurd”.
It's not in the interests of the nuclear or political
establishment to look for a truth which they know, as
outlined in the quote above, is likely to lead to a potentially costly and politically problematic changes in
the definition of what constitutes a “safe” level of radiation. For this same reason those who wish to
evade the truth, as in the case of the CERRIE committee I outlined in the last ecolonomics11, are not
going to give their support to any such research.
This means that, even if independent research indicates there are “known unknowns” about the present
radiation dose model, as present decision-making
procedures hold that model to represent “the consensus”, such research will be marginalised or ignored in the debate over new nuclear power plants.
In the present internecine battle of environmentalists over radiation and health there will be no winners. That's because, within the administrative realities of how industry and politicians are making decisions about new nuclear power stations, such issues
are indeterminate. In fact, not only are they indeterminate, but in the present climate it's not in the interests of the decision-making establishment that they
are ever resolved.
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If we want to understand the major flaw
in the present debate over nuclear power,
energy and climate change, it is to be
found in the intersection between the two
issues I've presented thus far – the political
acceptance of peak oil, and the promotion of new
nuclear power stations. Quite obviously, if you accept that you can have a peak in mineral oil production, then you must also accept the reality of a peak
in uranium production. The geophysical processes
which create one will create a similar phenomena
with the other. More importantly, if you accept that
peak oil is a reality, then not only does that redefine
the validity of “the unclear option” (arrgh!, that
Freudian typo again), it also significantly re-engineers the scenarios behind climate change too.
However, putting the peak uranium issue aside for
a moment (I dealt with uranium supply in the previous edition of ecolonomics11), what we have to realise is that comprehending this reality is all a matter
of perception – and we must examine, as Nietzsche
puts it, how the “truth” behind the current debate is
really perhaps no more than an assumption.
As I sit here on the hill top, pondering these heavy
ideas, I'm joined by my shadow – cast by the rising
near-full moon behind me. Sirius, Rigel and Betelgeuse are sinking with Orion into the last maroon
glow of the sunset, whilst behind me Procyon, the
Twins (Castor and Pollux), and overhead Capella
are twinkling into sight – and though I can't see Virgo, I know where it is because Saturn is rising with it
in the south-eastern sky. Below me another constellation of stars are erupting into view – the lights of
Banbury. Hundreds of low (bright yellow) and high
(yellow/white) pressure sodium-vapour arc lamps36
spring into life, soon joined by the square-framed
panels of domestic lighting. In my ring-side seat on
the universe, it's like viewing a globular cluster37
close-up – the steam from the General Foods plant,
and the haze from a few small garden bonfires,
adding just a hint of nebulosity to the scene.
That's quite an elaborate description, but what I'm
really looking at is electricity. There are far more
lights now than when I first started going out into the
countryside at night many years ago; as far as I can
see there are small constellations of large and smaller lights of varying colours. Irrespective of their efficiency, averaged across the year the electrical power I'm looking at38 derives nearly half of its energy
from natural gas, just over a quarter from coal, less
than a fifth from nuclear, and perhaps 4% from renewable sources. Although it's nowhere near so simple as saying the words, metaphorically if you could
“turn off” half of what I'm looking at the present controversy over coal versus nuclear would go away.
My eyes are seeing lights. However the most oppressive anthropogenic phenomena I experience sitting here is noise – and pretty much all of that noise
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is the result of petroleum fuels (albeit with perhaps
one or two percent of biofuels thrown in). A large
part of the impact is road noise, not least because
Crouch Hill sits between busy 'A' and 'B' classified
roads. As Banbury sits under an air traffic corridor
I've noise from above too – although a year ago this
week, I positively basked in the few days I managed
to escape outdoors when all air traffic ceased after
the Eyjafjallajökull volcano blew39.
What's important to understand is the relative difference, at the national scale, between the energy
implications of the light and the noise I perceive
around me. Looked at from the perspective of final
energy consumption40, electricity for all uses represents about 18% of the energy directly consumed by
the UK population; in contrast, just for the purpose of
transport, oil represents 36% of the total final energy
consumption of the UK.
OK, let me shout this in bold just to make sure everyone hears above the road noise – today we have
politicians, journalists and environmentalists fixated by electricity producing nuclear, coal or renewable power plants, but the fact is that we expend TWICE the amount of petroleum-based energy in the transport sector as is currently used
in all final electricity consumption applications.
...and now, add peak oil into this equation; has the
penny dropped?
In the graph below I contrast the UK's final consumption of energy in 200940, both by sector and energy source (note it doesn't quite add up because
I've excluded minor energy uses such as public administration or agriculture). In total we consume 2.6
times more petroleum than electricity. Of course, we
could argue about the inherent losses in electricity
generation but, in terms of how people utilise energy
– and certainly how I perceive the impacts where I'm
sitting – it's the final consumption that actually energises society and makes things work. To have such
great fixations over electricity, from wind-up radios to
nuclear plants and wind turbines, is an assumption
about the relative importance of certain forms of energy (e.g. electricity) over others (e.g. petroleum)
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that's not borne out by the statistics; clearly, the importance of electricity to the economy above other
forms of energy is a “poorly proven assumption”.
Now of course we mustn't underplay the role of
electricity. From telecommunications to pumping tap
water, electricity does undertake some important
tasks within society. Even so, set against the scale
of total energy use, the use of electricity for essential
services still isn't that great. We directly consume 2.6
times more petroleum than electricity, and whilst
power cuts can be crippling, with planning they can
be managed; as is the case of many developing nations where regularly failing power supplies are the
norm – only in the most developed state are power
cuts the exception. And, before you might be tempted to retort that “petroleum is mostly for cars”, again,
that's not borne out by the data. In 2009, whilst a
third of fuel in the transport sector went into cars and
taxis, nearly three-fifths went into the light and heavy
goods vehicles41 that provide our everyday needs.
...and now, add peak oil into this equation; has the
penny dropped?
Throughout his recent articles, George has asked
for the rigorous use of data. In some senses, he is
entirely correct – yes, there may be a problem with
the way some environmentalists use data, but that's
a general trend in society, and not one specific to the
anti-nuclear movement. The failure to provide appropriate scale and context isn't a practice within which
the environment movement excel; for that we must
turn to the work of the media. How often do we hear
the media use the term “energy” when in fact they
mean “electricity” – and thus render the subject at
hand either five times better or worse than is actually
the case because of this conflation of terminology.
For example, picking a recent story at random from
the BBC News web site, in February it was stated in
relation to a biomass plant in Southampton42 that –
The £300m biomass burner would have a 100m
(330ft) chimney and would generate enough energy to supply 200,000 homes – twice the size of
the city.
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If you look at the details of the plant43 its 100
mega-Watt capacity would generate enough electricity for 200,000 homes, but that's only 17% of household electricity consumption44; the equivalent level of
energy use is 33,400 houses – or one third the size
of Southampton!
George Monbiot is himself capable of taking the
value of certain energy technologies out of context
by placing so great an emphasis on electricity over
other forms of energy. In his controversial article of
the 21st March he stated –
At high latitudes like ours, most small-scale ambient power production is a dead loss. Generating
solar power in the UK involves a spectacular
waste of scarce resources.
That's correct – solar power is a problem at high
latitudes, but that does not mean that solar energy is
a dead loss. In his subsequent condemnation of the
“bucolic vision” of the deep green energy solution he
uses this one example to rubbish all other concepts
of localised energy production. The problem is, as
George is seemingly so fixated with electricity, he's
missing the point – renewable energy systems need
to be matched with specific applications where they
provide the most effective solution. You can't treat
the extraction of ambient energy from the environment in the same way that we treat the commodified
consumption of coal, oil or gas.
Also, rather like the conflation of energy and electricity, I've had emails where people are misunderstanding George's terminology and thus conflate solar power with solar thermal systems. Yes, solar
power is a problem, but that's a general problem with
the technology itself; in contrast solar thermal is one
of the best renewable technologies a person can install. For example, an ideally inclined solar thermal
system will provide about half the thermal load required for hot water heating; and as hot water uses
about a quarter of average household energy consumption, that equates to about 12% of average
household energy supply45. According to the Energy
Saving Trust, a solar hot water system can save
over half a tonne of carbon per year46.
Rather like George's condemnation of solar power, the present debate over nuclear power assumes
so much about our present energy situation that,
when we look at the data, isn't entirely accurate. For
example, if we look at the life-cycle analysis of the
nuclear fuel cycle47 produced for British Energy, that
flags up the significance of both petroleum and
transport to the production of uranium and nuclear
fuel. Without the energy input from petroleum, it
would be more difficult to produce uranium/nuclear
fuels, and as a result the level of supply and thus the
price would be very different than it is today. And
though I hate to repeat myself again, it is important
to highlight this relationship... add peak oil into this
equation – has the penny dropped?
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In the end I decide that I've had enough
sitting, and get up to make way home,
down through the woodland on the eastern
side of the hill. I'm pondering George Monbiot's
recent articles, in particular his assertion that28 –
If other forms of energy production caused no
damage, these impacts would weigh more heavily. But energy is like medicine: if there are no
side-effects, the chances are that it doesn't work.
That's far too narrow a viewpoint. Often, as we
see within the results of life-cycle analysis, the indirect effects of any process are often larger than the
simple surface or direct effects that we perceive.
As I clear the trees I look across the panorama of
the Banbury “globular cluster”. In the distance I see
the lights of the former USAF Upper Heyford airbase
– the one from which they bombed Libya in 1986 (I
remember it well – I was out walking then too and
saw them leave). In the south-east I see the red
lights on the masts and radomes48 of Croughton49.
To the south, much brighter, are the perimeter lights
and masts of Barford50. As well as handling a third of
US military traffic across Europe, these two bases
are also vital way-stations for military communications between the USA and the Middle East theatre
of operations51. Consequently, these two bases,
glowing passively in this nocturnal panorama, are an
implicit part of the maintenance of the western support for the Gulf states upon whom we rely for our
present and future supply of oil. In contrast to the
lights of Banbury, this eruption of photons from excited sodium and mercury atoms represents more than
just electrical power; it explicitly defines the “power”
politics of petroleum.
In America it's quite common to hear right-wing
political commentators talking about “putting a terrorist in your tank”52 – making the connection that oil
wealth funds Islamic groups which oppose America.
Whilst such things are largely “known” but “unstated”
in the debate over oil in the USA, we see the same
kind of myopic phenomena over here too. The reason our government allows Barford and Croughton
to be here is to enable the US to project military force in the Middle East – in support of undemocratic
and repressive states, both in the Middle East53 and
elsewhere54, who fuel our addictive need for oil products in the West. In turn these interventions, and the
oppression they spawn, spawn the militant actions
that the West is so concerned about.
There is far more than the emission of carbon
wrapped up within our use of petroleum. Our use of
petroleum is explicitly linked with both the historic
and the present day ignorance of human rights and
environmental abuse within those states from which
we source these products. If we cared, we wouldn't
source petroleum products from these nations; or we
would demand that they implement the kind of re-
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forms that, ultimately, would probably raise the price
of the fuel we're so desperately dependent upon.
On that note, it's important to acknowledge that
uranium mining isn't impact free either. There's a
long history of ecological and health impacts
amongst those involved with uranium mining – most
notably amongst the Navajo nations in the southwestern USA55, who have won compensation for the
impacts caused to their land and health. And yet
again, the impacts of uranium upon health raise the
same criticisms56 about dose models that George
appears to ignore in his criticism of those who question the official version of the impacts of Chernobyl57
– even though the “official” report58 on the impacts of
uranium cites studies which have not been subject to
the peer review that George has so forthrightly demanded from the anti-nuclear movement. Despite
such official denial, inquests into the death of service
personnel exposed to depleted uranium weapons
have ruled59 that such exposures are a contributory
factor in cancer deaths. We must not forget that the
impacts of uranium are far more than radiological –
as a toxic heavy metal uranium has other deleterious
effects upon the natural environment. For example,
studies of uranium in drinking water60 found that, below the “safe” level set by the US EPA, uranium has
endocrine disrupting effects61.
What's also notable in the current debate over
new nuclear is the absence of any discussion about
the important ancillary operations in the nuclear cycle. For example, quite apart from the uranium mining issue, what about the reprocessing62 of nuclear
fuel? If you are a supporter of nuclear energy then
you would also have to accept the impacts of reprocessing in order to recover the plutonium, and the
use of more hazardous MOX fuel63 (which is currently of great concern because of its use in Fukushima
Daiichi's reactor 3) in order to extend the production
of nuclear power. George Monbiot has yet to come
out in favour of reprocessing, or MOX fuel – but it
would be an interesting question to ask as you can't
really support one without the other.
In his latest article George states that64 “nuclear
opponents have a moral duty to get their facts
straight”. The same could be true of George himself,
not so much in terms of being pro- or anti-nuclear,
but in accepting that there is evidence to raise
doubts about the LNT dose model. Likewise you
can't accept nuclear power without stating, explicitly,
how you would manage the impacts of the associated operations within the nuclear fuel cycle such as
uranium mining, fuel reprocessing and waste disposal – which as yet George has not done.
In his original justification for accepting nuclear
power, he states that it was the objectionable alternatives that made him change his mind28 –
Deep green energy production – decentralised,
based on the products of the land – is far more
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damaging to humanity than nuclear meltdown.
Personally I can't see how this is can be an “objective” evaluation. What are the specific effects of a
“deep green” energy system, and his objections related more to the effect this has on the affluence of
those in the West, or is it solely the impacts of the
energy technologies concerned? As far as I can see,
it's absolutely the former; George is justifying an unwelcome action, supporting nuclear power, because
that's the only option that, allegedly, can meet the
demands for reduced carbon emissions whilst maintaining our affluent society. In that case, I would refer
him to the words of Fritz Schumacher65 –
No degree of prosperity could justify the accumulation of large amounts of highly toxic substances which nobody knows how to make 'safe'
and which remain an incalculable danger to the
whole of creation for historical or geological
ages. To do such a thing is a transgression
against life itself, a transgression infinitely more
serious than any crime ever perpetrated by man.
The idea that a civilisation could sustain itself on
the basis of such a transgression is an ethical,
spiritual and metaphysical monstrosity. It means
conducting the economic affairs of man as if
people really did not matter at all.
Nuclear power is, in these terms, no more ethical
than the compromises I outlined in relation to petroleum and political/military interventionism earlier.
And now, we can add another facet to this debate
– the peak of oil production. The impact of that isn't
just on oil supply, or the nuclear fuel cycle, but on
the very affluence that George seeks to maintain.
Again, with some foresight of our position today,
Fritz Schumacher foresaw this too66 –
There are still people who say that if oil prices rose
too much (whatever that may mean) oil would price
itself out of the market; but it is perfectly obvious
that there is no ready substitute for oil to take its
place on a quantitatively significant scale, so that
oil, in fact, cannot price itself out of the market.

As I wander back through one of the
more affluent areas of the town, all is quiet; but for the moving silhouettes of the
TV's shining on the curtains, you wouldn't
know anyone was inside the houses that I
pass. Is this what George and the other “environmentalists” who support nuclear power are trying to
preserve? George seeks to protect us from the the
excesses of “deep green” misanthropy, but really
what I perceive is a fear of the “unknown” – the fear
that in an uncertain future we must strive to preserve
the material possessions that we already have.
When I began reading around the issues of energy and environmentalism thirty years ago, what I
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found was a philosophy which I could practically relate to. It saw the world for what it was, and tried to
understand that system in terms of the processes
that made it function – and how our interventions
were weakening those systems. It spoke to the need
to change our relationship to the planet, rather than
trying to incrementally modify it. It was not a philosophy of accommodation and compromise, but a radical challenge to the stasis that modern economic
and political theory represented.
Today, as I outlined in the last ecolonomics11,
the infiltration of market principles has nullified the
definition of human ecology within ecological limits.
Instead we see the self-appointed environmental
cognoscenti promoting “sustainable consumption”67
and “green consumerism”68 as solutions – when in
fact these are not solutions at all, they're distractions
from the real limits which are biting down upon the
human system. Within the portrayal of environmentalism and environmental “solutions” in the media,
what I find is not the “green nirvana” that its affluent
promoters desire; what I see is the same delusional,
short-term economic imperative that drives the rest
of the unsustainable economic process. When I try
to encapsulate the green consumerist approach in a
simple description I always revert to the rather loaded epithet – “green with envy”; green consumerism
represents the same consumption driven imperatives
that Vablen identified a century ago69.
This is, and I think always will be, the dividing line
between the “fundos” and the “realos” (as they were
once called in the Green Party); between a deep
ecological70 and a consumer-oriented view of how
we reconcile the demands of humanity with the ability of the biosphere to provide it. Peak oil is a phenomena that breaks the preconceptions of the consumer-oriented view of environmentalism; those
who, like George's riling against “deep green energy
production”, demand that stasis is more important
than change. That François Fillon acknowledges
peak oil is, I believe, an act of political reality; when
the delegates of the National Assembly are baying
for cheap fuel, it's the lesser of two unwelcome political realities – being honest, or trying to stall in the
face of the inevitable outcome.
Just as politics needs to wake up to this reality, so
those who profess to talk on behalf of environmentalism need to understand the implications of what
peak oil means. How the limitations imposed by a
constrained oil supply, both physically and economically, redefine how we will be able to reconcile humanity to the environment it inhabits. The artificial
maintenance of affluence as part of this process is
not only unrealistic, such expectations are an obstacle to communicating the types of change that we
will all, inevitably, have to adopt. Trying to preserve
the material trappings of affluence against this trend
will not “save you”71 from the inevitable outcome of
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the limits on human development.
To conclude, as noted earlier, in trying to communicate difficult concepts I often look at an unrelated
book. In trying to resolve this question, of those who
want to be green but are unwilling to accept what
that means for personal affluence, a few days ago I
pulled a book off the shelf and found a term that was
obvious but seldom used these days – bourgeois.
Peak oil is the beginning of the end of bourgeois society; not the bourgeois of Marx, but the bourgeois of
Hesse's, The Treatise of the Steppenwolf72 –
Now what we call “bourgeois”, when regarded as
an element always to be found in human life, is
nothing else than the search for a balance. It is the
striving after a mean between the countless extremes and opposites that arise in human conduct. If
we take any one of these coupled opposites, such as
piety and profligacy, the analogy is immediately
comprehensible. It is open to a man to give himself
up wholly to spiritual views, to seeking after God,
to the ideal of saintliness. On the other hand, he can
equally give himself up entirely to the life of instinct, to the lusts of the flesh, and so direct all his
efforts to the attainment of momentary pleasures.
The one path leads to the saint, to the martyrdom of
the spirit and surrender to God. The other path
leads to the profligate, to the martyrdom of the
flesh, the surrender to corruption. Now it is between the two, in the middle of the road, that the
bourgeois seeks to walk. He will never surrender
himself either to lust or to asceticism. He will never
be a martyr or agree to his own destruction. On the
contrary, his ideal is not to give up but to maintain
his own identity. He strives neither for the saintly
nor its opposite. The absolute is his abhorrence. He
may be ready to serve God, but not by giving up the
fleshpots. He is ready to be virtuous, but likes to be
easy and comfortable in this world as well. In short,
his aim is to make a home for himself between two
extremes in a temperate zone without violent
storms and tempests; and in this he succeeds though
it be at the cost of that intensity of life and feeling
which an extreme life affords. A man cannot live
intensely except at the cost of the self. Now the
bourgeois treasures nothing more highly than the
self (rudimentary as his may be). And so at the cost
of intensity he achieves his own preservation and
security. His harvest is a quiet mind which he
prefers to being possessed by God, as he does comfort to pleasure, convenience to liberty, and a pleasant temperature to that deathly inner consuming
fire. The bourgeois is consequently by nature a
creature of weak impulses, anxious, fearful of giving himself away and easy to rule. Therefore, he
has substituted majority for power, law for force,
and the polling booth for responsibility.
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